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ABSTRACT
An effective task-oriented chatbot should be able to exert a certain
level of Social Intelligence (SI), the ability to emulate human social
behaviors to reduce user frustration and dissatisfaction. However,
few studies explored using humor, a common rhetorical device in
human-human interactions, to improve chatbots’ overall SI. To fill
this gap, we proposed to apply self-mockery humor to a customer
service chatbot in different interaction stages with users. We proposed a pipeline to create situated self-mockery for the chatbot and
conducted a within-subject experiment (N=28) to compare it with
a chatbot without self-mockery utterance. Results showed that the
self-mockery chatbot was perceived as significantly funnier, more
satisfactory, and delivering higher performance in two out of the
five measured characteristics of SI with comparable performance in
the rest. We further discussed how participants’ individual factors
might affect the perceived helpfulness of self-mockery on SI and
concluded with design considerations.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Interactive systems and
tools; Empirical studies in HCI.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Task-oriented chatbots, have undergone fast development in recent
years [6, 40] and are applied to numerous domains, including but
not limited to education, customer service, and health [1]. They
are generally developed to complete specific tasks with text-based
input & output, in contrast to general-purpose chatbots designed
for chit-chat and entertainment [13, 28]. However, as the chatbots
are still inadequate at fully understanding the complex natural language by people, breakdowns [6] and avoidance [43] frequently
happen during their interactions with human users. If not handled
appropriately, such shortcomings could lead to user dissatisfaction and frustration, triggering abusive behaviors of users towards
chatbots [4, 14, 15] or even abandonment of the conversation [38].
To mitigate the aforementioned challenges, Human-Computer
Interaction (HCI) researchers have tried to improve chatbots’ social intelligence, the ability to adapt human social behaviors [13].
Specifically, it refers to the ability of an intelligent agent to respond
to social cues, accept differences, manage conflicts, be empathic
and demonstrate caring behaviors during the conversation with
users [9, 60], which can be ascribed to distinctive and measurable
characteristics [13], including damage control, thoroughness, manners, moral agency, emotional intelligence, and personalization. To
fulfill this goal, existing works in HCI have applied humor, a common way to reduce anxiety and adjust the tense social atmosphere
in the Human-Human Interactions (HHI) [73, 79], to intelligent
agents. This approach yielded fruitful benefits, e.g., making the
agent more human-like to reduce the unpleasantness when the
agent fails [46, 52] and gaining higher likability during the conversation [8, 67].
Nevertheless, these studies either focused on humor in nontask-oriented social agents [8, 67] or targeted usage of humor in a
particular scenario of a task in HCI, such as humor in ice-breaking
[67] or handling failure [46, 52]. Moreover, based on our survey,
applying self-oriented humor, a.k.a., self-mockery, to task-oriented
chatbots is understudied in the HCI domain, although in the HHI
it has proven to be helpful for adjusting intense atmosphere in
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communication, alleviating mental pressure, and amending participants’ relationships [45]. Hence, it is worth exploring the effects
of applying self-mockery to task-oriented chatbots to exhibit overall social intelligence across multiple scenarios around a task and
alleviate the challenges they face in more general settings.
To this end, we proposed designing a self-mockery generation
pipeline for task-oriented chatbots and testing it with a simulated
real-world use case. Different from previous studies that focused
primarily on only one (e.g., emotional intelligence [43]) or a limited
subset of these social intelligence characteristics [13, 21, 64, 71], e.g.,
using iterative development with limited topics [64], building vocabulary with specific community dialogues [62], and manifesting the
particular characteristic(s) specific to certain scenarios (i.e., dealing
with abusive behaviors) [5], we attempted to develop a consistent
mechanism for the chatbot to address the overall improvement of
its social intelligence [13] which is potentially applicable to more
general task scenarios. In this paper, we focused on exploring the
following Research Questions (RQs):
• RQ1 How to design self-mockery language for task-oriented
chatbots, and how does it affect users’ overall satisfaction?
• RQ2 How do users perceive the overall effects of self-mockery
and its helpfulness in different interaction stages towards
task-oriented chatbots’ social intelligence?
• RQ3 How do users’ individual factors influence their perception of the social intelligence of the self-mockery chatbot?
As users often consider chatbots as AI applications [29, 61], we
followed the guideline of Human-AI interactions [2] to customize
the self-mockery language to be applied in a variety of common
scenarios during task-related conversations, namely, greetings [57],
user challenge [43], and handling failures [6]. To test the efficacy
of self-mockery in manifesting social intelligence in task-oriented
chatbots, we implemented a customer service chatbot with the
RASA1 platform as a research probe. We conducted a within-subject
experiment (N=28) to evaluate its perceived social intelligence compared to a baseline chatbot without self-mockery. Results showed
that compared to the baseline chatbot, the self-mockery chatbot
was perceived as significantly funnier, more satisfactory, and with
higher performance in damage control and emotional intelligence;
it has comparable performance with the baseline in the rest of the
measured characteristics of the social intelligence. As for the participants’ individual factors, only the participants with a higher
social orientation towards chatbots [39, 40], i.e., preferring humanlike chatbots more, would better appreciate the helpfulness of selfmockery on all characteristics of social intelligence in all scenarios.
In contrast, other measured individual factors such as service orientation [37] and familiarity with the chatbot technology [6] did
not appear to have a significant impact on this perception. Finally,
we concluded with design considerations to design self-mockery
for task-oriented chatbots. We summarized our contributions as:
• The design and evaluation of the pipeline to generate selfmockery language for task-oriented chatbots.
• Empirical insights from a within-subject study to understand
the factors that influence the perceived social intelligence of
the task-oriented chatbots with self-mockery design.
1 https://rasa.com/
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2 RELATED WORK
2.1 Social Intelligence of Chatbots
In recent years, text-based conversational agents, a.k.a., chatbots,
have increasingly gained popularity and deployed to various fields
[6, 38, 39]. With the rapid development of chatbot technologies,
people increasingly regard chatbots as social actors, calling the
need to develop chatbots’ social intelligence to meet people’s expectations better [59]. Chatbots with social intelligence can better
deal with some of the existing problems and challenges, including
improving the HCI experience, solving possible failure in the face of
breakdowns, and avoiding falling into deadlock when the chatbot
cannot understand the user’s input and respond to it correctly [13].
According to the survey by Chaves et al., Social intelligence can
be divided into six characteristics, damage control, thoroughness,
manners, moral agency, emotional intelligence, and personalization
[13]. Damage control refers to the ability of chatbots to deal with
conflicts and failures [13]. Thoroughness is the ability of the chatbot
to use language consistently and accurately [48]. Manners refer to
whether the chatbot’s dialogue habits in the conversation are polite
[48]. Moral agency means whether the chatbot can have the correct
view of right and wrong [7]. And emotional intelligence reflects the
empathy and emotional expression ability of chatbot [60]. The final
personalization represents whether the chatbot can self-adjust for
different types of users and has the ability to serve different users
and meet their preferences [22].
Many previous studies have focused on improving the social intelligence of a particular aspect of the chatbot. For example, Toxtli
et al. designed a chatbot for task management and found that chatbot needs to know when to talk, which can make it behave in a
more polite and human-like way as well as improve the chatbot’s
social intelligence of manners [68]. In the work of Wallis et al., they
improved the chatbot’s ability to handle users’ inappropriate and
aggressive input by allowing the chatbot to withdraw from the conversation and keep silent, which helps demonstrate the chatbot’s
social intelligence of damage control [71]. Kumar et al. successfully
improved the chatbot’s social intelligence of emotional intelligence
by using solidarity, agreement, and tension release utterances in
their proposed chatbot, and made it more likable and acceptable in
group chats [35].
However, most of the aforementioned previous work only focused on limited characteristics of the chatbot’s social intelligence,
and few works studied how to improve multiple characteristics of
the chatbot’s social intelligence at the same time. Mariacher et al.,
whose work focused on both emotional intelligence and thoroughness, wrote text utterances based on social intelligence literature
and used them as chatbot sentences to improve people’s perception
of the chatbot’s social intelligence and the interpersonal humanchatbot interaction [44]. But in their work, they were trying to
directly use the conversational language exhibiting social intelligence in the HHI as the template to write utterances for chatbots,
which is not an easy way to implement and be applied to chatbots.
Therefore, it is necessary to propose a new method that is more
generalizable to improve chatbot’s multiple characteristics of social
intelligence all around.
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Scenario: When Wrong

B: Human cognitive/physical
systems
+ eye
+ color vision
+ vision
+ limbs
+ personality
+ fashion concept
+ ...

Interaction stage

Type recongnition

Examples:
+ Sorry for my poor color vision. I think it’s time to get a pair
of glasses to support my eyesight.
+ Sorry for the wrong darkness level, well let me just get out
of the energy saving mode for better display brightness.
Template:

Find relation
A: Product features/attributes
+ color
+ darkness level
+ sleeve length
+ style
+ category
+ ...
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Smoothing

- Sorry for the poor <B>, I find it’s urgent to <D> in order to
support my <C> (ability/skill).

Compare difference

- Sorry for the wrong <A>, I guess I really need to <D> to
improve/upgrade/refresh my <B>.
C: Issues in chatbot/machine
components
Find relation

+ camera
+ database
+ display brightness
+ algorithm
+ recongnition skills
+ ...

Fill the templates

Find difference and
raise solution

D: Human or chatbot solutions
+ upgrade color sensors
+ upgrade display
+ get out of energy saving mode
+ bought a brighter screen
+ ...

Figure 1: The self-mockery language generation pipeline for chatbots.

2.2

Self-Mockery Language

Self-mockery is a form of humor that banters on oneself [45], which
has been extensively studied and widely used in the HHI. Wen et
al. argue that self-mockery could generally serve as a lubricant
in social interactions and mediate the intense atmosphere [45]. A
similar argument was also supported by Haugh’s study, in which
he proved that by self-deprecating (a.k.a., self-mockery), one could
lower his/her place and position to reach a sense of “shared ordinariness” and promote communication and connection between
strangers [25]. Also, Ungar et al. pointed out that self-mockery is
a way of responding to the high expectations of others without
losing dignity and politeness [69].
In the previous work of human-chatbot interaction, humor was
widely used and improved the performance of chatbot perceived by
users. For example, Tae et al.’s work used canned jokes as robot’s
ice-breaking sentences, and robot with humorous ice-breaking was
perceived as more approachable for the users and gained higher
likeability [67]. Moreover, Mulder et al. found that humor can make
an agent (e.g., chatbots, robots) seem more human-like when it fails,
which, in consequence, can ease the interaction [49].
However, in human-chatbot interaction, few works focused on
investigating the benefits of applying self-oriented humor, a.k.a.,
self-mockery. Mirnig et al. used humor in robots and found that
self-mockery forms of humor are rated significantly higher than
aggressively schadenfreude ones when it comes to robot likeability,
yet they only emulated the self-mockery of the robots via the sound
of laugh [46]. Furthermore, most of the work related to humor in
human-chatbot interaction only focuses on applying humor in a

specific scenario, like when ice-breaking [67] and when chatbot
fails [49]. Therefore, it is worth investigating the application of selfmockery humor into chatbots and a general design for self-mockery
in various scenarios.

3

SELF-MOCKERY DESIGN

Following the guideline of Human-AI interactions summarized
by [2], the interaction between user and chatbot can be concluded
in four stages, namely, initially, during interaction, when wrong,
and over time. Most of the commercially available task-oriented
chatbots in business, such as Bolt by Zoom2 , are designed only
to interact with the user to complete a task in a relatively short
time [26, 51, 76]. We therefore did not include the interaction stage
over time in our self-mockery design and correspondingly did not
measure personalization, a characteristic of the chatbot’s social
intelligence generally manifested in long-term interactions [13, 39].
For the self-mockery language generation, we followed the previous survey [54] to explore both the Retrieval-Based method [77]
and the Generation-Based method [63], two common methods that
are pervasively used by the task-oriented chatbots [65]. After we
attempted the two methods, we concluded that the Retrieval-Based
method is not feasible to generate self-mockery for chatbots due
to the sparsity of the appropriate self-oriented humor candidate
sentences. Moreover, we could not find available Natural Language
Processing (NLP) methods that can generate usable humorous utterances for chatbots on a large scale [3, 27, 36] to fulfill the demand of the Retrieval-Based method. Therefore, we adopted the
2 https://zoom.us/
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Table 1: Examples of self-mockery components selection for different scenarios: Greetings, User Challenge, and Handling
Failures.
Scenario
Initially:
Greetings

Component A

During
Interaction: User
Challenges

verbal abuse

task

avoidance
color
darkness level
sleeve length
When Wrong:
Handling
Failures

Component B
facial expression
human body
human language
tiredness
got a fever
language comprehension
boring language
vision
vision
vision
vision
limbs

Component C
limited facial expression
no human body
hard to catch
lack of battery
overheat

vision

database

style

shoe upper

vision
classification skills
classification skills

classification algorithm

feet

never wear shoes before

fashion concept

database

Generation-Based method with designed templates and corresponding components.

3.1

lack of humor
color sensor
display brightness
display brightness
camera
do not have limbs

do not have robot of different
style
camera
database

personality

category

language learning

Retrieval-Based Method

The retrieval-based method is to select an existing sentence for
a chatbot in response to user input from a pre-compiled repository [54, 77]. Therefore to support the self-mockery utterances of
the chatbot, we selected the “Short-joke-dataset”3 as the candidate
pool of the self-mockery. The dataset contains 2950 punchlines
and was initially extracted from Reddit4 . Two researchers independently read through all the punchlines to mark the appropriate self-mockery candidates, and they discussed to conclude 33
punchlines available for the self-mockery construction. They further extended their search to numerous non-academic blogs such
as “Funny Self-Deprecating Quotes and Caption Ideas”5 and applied a
similar process in selecting potential self-mockery sentences applicable for chatbots. Eventually, 140 potential self-mockery sentences
for the chatbot were collected.
However, this method was far from satisfactory. Firstly, researchers
generated annotations on a sentence-by-sentence basis, which was
time-consuming and prone to bias as people would subjectively
perceive humor in the HCI with diverse manners [50]. Secondly, the
proportion of the potential self-mockery sentences in the collected
humor dataset was merely around 1%, and thus unlikely to provide
3 https://github.com/amoudgl/short-jokes-dataset/blob/master/data/onelinefun.csv
4 https://www.reddit.com/
5 https://turbofuture.com/internet/Funny-Self-Deprecating-Caption-Ideas

Component D
show a big smile
try on
showing difficulties
complain on no time to rest
cool down
more efforts in learning human
language
tell a joke
upgrade color sensors
end energy saving mode
buy a brighter screen
buy a better camera
learn by feedback
need to lean more knowledge
about fashion
get out of the assembly line to
learn about personality
buy a pair of glasses
update the commodity labels
switch to a more advanced classification algorithm
learn by feedback
take a look at some latest fashion
magazines

adequate coverage to the possible cases that the chatbot may face.
Besides, according to the observation from the researchers, the
collected joke sentences generally mocked human features such as
laziness and body shape, which tended to be offensive, and even
related to sexual harassment or discrimination. To sum up, most of
them cannot be adopted by task-oriented chatbots directly without
heavy rephrasing and modification.

3.2

Generation-Based Method with Designed
Template

The generation-based method aimed to compile a new sentence
to respond to user input, which is generally more robust than
the retrieval-based method if properly designed [54, 63]. To effectively apply this method, we proposed to create templates based
on theories of self-mockery in the HHI. According to Ungar et
al., self-mockery is to make jokes about oneself based on one’s
weakness [69]. Then we assumed that mocking on the perceived
difference between agents (chatbots, robots, etc.) and humans could
be a practical way to achieve the effects of the self-mockery for
chatbots. Based on this assumption, we drafted a systematic way
of generating self-mockery sentences for chatbot, which was to
construct four components first and then fill them into the designed
templates for different scenarios (see section 3.3). Specifically, the
four components to be applied in the templates would be:
A Task related details
B Human cognitive/physical systems

Exploring the Effects of Self-Mockery to Improve Task-Oriented Chatbot’s Social Intelligence
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Table 2: Self-mockery templates and generated examples (refer to Table 5 for Component A selection).
Scenario
Initially:
Greetings

During
Interaction: User
Challenge

When Wrong:
Handling Failures

Templates

Examples
Welcome! This is <BOT_NAME> from <BUSIWelcome! This is <BOT_NAME> from <BUSINESS_NAME>. It’s so nice to meet you. My facial
NESS_NAME>. It’s so nice to meet you. <C>, but I
expressions are limited, but I can already imagine the
can already imagine the smile on your face when <A>!
smile on your face when you put your new shoes on!
Greetings! This is <BOT_NAME> from <BUSIGreetings! This is <BOT_NAME> from <BUSINESS_NAME>. I’m your shopping guide who doesn’t
NESS_NAME>. I’m your shopping guide who <C>,
have human body to put clothes on, but I certainly
but I certainly know <A>! How can I help you today?
know what suits you best! How can I help you today?
Please not be that mean. I have been working so long
Please not be that mean. I have been <B>. <D>.
that I think I got a fever. I really need to cool down
my brain for computation.
Sorry, it seems the evolution of human language is
Sorry, it seems <B>. <D>.
so fast that make the spinning speed of my processor
hard to catch.
<SILENCE_BREAKING>. Just to be sure that it is not Still there? Just to be sure that it is not me that overme that <D>.
whelmed by human language.
Sorry for the wrong <A>, I guess I really need to <D>
Sorry for my poor color vision. I think it’s time to get
to improve/upgrade/refresh my <B>.
a pair of new glasses to support my sensors on
Sorry for the poor <B>, I find it’s urgent to <D> in
detecting colors.
order to support my <C> (ability/skill).
Sorry for the wrong <A>, well let me just <D> for
Sorry for the wrong darkness level, well let me just
better <C>.
get out of the energy saving mode for better display
Sorry for that, I don’t have <B> like human so please
brightness.
allow me to <D> to get a concept of it.
Sorry for that, I have never worn shoes before, so I
Sorry for that, I <C> so I need to <D> to get some
need to learn by feedback to get some common knowlcommon knowledge of the <A>.
edge of the shoe category.

C Issues in chatbot/machine components
D Human or chatbot solutions
Accordingly, the total pipeline would be: 1) selecting the specific
features and corresponding cognitive systems to mock and generate
relative components from A to D, 2) adapting and filling these
phrases to the pre-defined templates for different scenarios, and 3)
rephrasing the generated sentences to make them more consistent.
Figure 1 demonstrates the entire self-mockery generation pipeline.
Table 1 lists the example components for self-mockery generation
with the Generation-Based method.

3.3

Self-Mockery Scenario Construction

For each interaction stage [2], we constructed a scenario suitable to
apply self-mockery, and validated them with the design guidelines

Table 3: Frequent components to be explicitly used.
Scenario
Initially: Greetings
During Interaction: User
Challenges
When Wrong: Handling
Failures

A
✓

B

C
✓

✓
✓

✓

D
✓

✓

✓

of the conversational agents to ensure no conflicts [78]. To be specific, three researchers who are experienced in chatbot interaction
(all interacted with chatbots at least once a week) derived suitable
application scenarios of the self-mockery based on practical purposes of applying self-mockery in the HHI [45]. They discussed to
match the purposes to the interaction stages. They further verified
the matching with the existing literatures to rigorously structure
the self-mockery application scenarios and correspondingly surveyed the potential benefits in the HHI. The selected scenarios are
(see section 3.3.1 - 3.3.3 for details):
• Greetings [57]: reduce the social distance in ice-breaking
[69].
• User challenge [43]: facilitate emotional well-being when
being cursed [32].
• Handling failures [6, 37]: lighten the tense atmosphere when
apologizing [45].
The scenarios echo the interaction stages initially, during interaction, and when wrong. Table 2 lists the templates and the generated
self-mockery phrases of the three designed scenarios, matching
the example components listed in Table 1. In addition, selecting all
components from A to D could support a better understanding of
the generated self-mockery, but not all components were required
to be explicitly mentioned during the conversation (see Table 3 for
details).
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Self-mockery
(Greeting)

Introduction

Self-mockery
(User challenge)

User's task input

Yes

User's task
feedback

Perform Task

User challenge to bot?

No

Accept task output?

Yes

Self-mockery
(Handling failures)

Yes

Provide features?

No

ending remarks

No

end

Ask for features

Figure 2: The chatbot interaction logic (with self-mockery).
3.3.1 Initially: Greetings. For the greeting, previous work pointed
out that chatbots with interesting ice-breaking would be more
pleasing to users [67]. Expectation management is also an excellent way to improve user experience, especially conducted at the
beginning [50, 52]. Hence, based on common greeting sentences in
the HHI, we added self-mockery elements derived from mapping
the chatbot’s inability (Component C) to task-related background
(Component A).
3.3.2 During Interaction: User Challenge. Previous work revealed
that using submissive characters and tones could make the agents
more emotionally intelligent when dealing with the user challenges,
i.e., verbal abuse and avoidance [43]. Thus, we applied self-mockery
in a submissive way by resembling the human uneasiness (Component B) associated with the machine solutions (Component D).
3.3.3 When Wrong: Handling Failures. According to the design
guidelines [78] for this interaction stage, the chatbots should supply
users explanations on why the task could not be completed, which
usually incurs task context information. Consequently, we focused
on the idea of “make fun of oneself”, which means the chatbot would
apply self-mockery based on the specific aspect that the chatbot gets
wrong. In our simulated online shopping context to evaluate selfmockery, such errors are generally unsuitable recommendations
related to product features such as color or style (see section 4.1).
Therefore, the self-mockery generation in this scenario would start

with the task-related information (Component A), i.e., product
features, and followed with other components accordingly.

4

CHATBOT IMPLEMENTATION

We implemented our self-mockery chatbot and the baseline chatbot with RASA6 , a leading conversational AI platform. To evaluate
the self-mockery design on task-oriented chatbots, we simulated
an online shopping context where the chatbot served as a shopping guide (gender-neutral), one of the most common real-world
applications of the task-oriented chatbots [81]. Integrating such
chatbots to conduct customer service is a common approach for
the increasingly popular online shopping platforms, and there is a
critical need for them to improve user experience [26].

4.1

Product Warehouse for the Chatbot

Inspired by the work of Peng et al. [53], we collected a suit shirt and
a pair of sneakers in unisex style from an online shopping platform
as our target products. To fully build a virtual “warehouse” for
our customer service chatbot, we further collected other relevant
product images concerning different product attributes, e.g., style,
category, etc. We also used image processing techniques to modify
other features, such as color, darkness level, etc. To this end, for
each product (suit shirt and shoes), we created 16 alternatives (= 24 ,
6 https://rasa.com/
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Table 4: Selected comparison of the baseline chatbot’s language and the corresponding self-mockery language.
Scenario

Baseline
Welcome! This is your shopping
guide of the store.

Initially:
Greetings

During
Interaction: User
Challenge

Greetings! This is your shopping
guide of the store.
I didn’t get that. Could you try
again?
I didn’t get that. Could you try to
rephrase it?
That’s not nice.
I don’t know how to respond to
that.
Sorry for the poor eye sight

When Wrong:
Handling Failures

Sorry for the wrong color
Sorry for the wrong shoe upper
Sorry for the wrong category

Self-mockery
Welcome! This is your shopping guide of the store. It’s so nice to meet
you. My facial expressions are limited, but I can already imagine the
smile on your face when you put on your new shoes!
Greetings! This is your shopping guide of the store. I don’t have human
body to put clothes on, but I certainly know what suits you best!
Still there? Just to be sure that it is not me that overwhelmed by human
language.
Oops, the evolution of human language is so fast that makes the spinning speed of my chips hard to catch.
Yeah, so I do not have any salary for working all day long, how poor
am I!
Please don’t be that mean. I have been working so long that I think I
got a fever. I really need to cool down.
Sorry for the poor eye sight, I find it’s urgent to buy a better camera
in order to support my color sensor ability.
Sorry for the wrong color, I guess I really need to buy a pair of glasses
to improve my color vision.
Sorry for the wrong shoe upper, I guess I really need to take a look at
the latest shoes product to refresh my fashion concept.
Sorry for the wrong category, I guess I really need to learn more about
the commodity labels to improve my classification skills.

Table 5: Simulated product warehouse
Suit Shirt
Target Value
Confusing Value
Sneaker
Target Value
Confusing Value

Color
Blue
Red
Color
Blue
Red

Darkness
Dark
Light
Darkness
Light
Dark

Sleeve Length
Long
Short
Shoe Upper
High
Low

Style
Formal
Informal
Category
Sneaker
Leather

4 attributes each containing one target value and one not) to cover
all possible product images to show during the interaction when
needed. Details of the product profiles with different attributes can
be found in Table 5.

4.2

Interaction Logic with Self-Mockery
Chatbot

When users triggered the chatbot, it would send greetings containing self-mockery to users and prompt them to describe what they
want to buy. The user input was open-ended without any restrictions, and the chatbot would therefore try to infer the user intent
and see if it matched the pre-trained model, a feature powered by
RASA. The chatbot would prompt the users to describe product
attributes more accurately if no specific user intention were identified. The chatbot would then display the matched product picture
three seconds after the text message was sent to better build user
perception towards the chatbot’s language. In order to ensure the
self-mockery language has gained enough exposure to the users,
the chatbot would only identify one most closed attribute that deviates from the users’ desired value and correct only this value
in the product picture displayed in response to each user input.

In this way, the chatbot could present several rounds of different
product pictures and send messages containing self-mockery for
handling failures accordingly before reaching the correct product.
When the user performed user challenge to the chatbot, such as
verbal abuse or avoidance [6, 30], the chatbot would respond with
self-mockery designed for this scenario. Considering that some
users might not impose the user challenge to the chatbot even if
they were dissatisfied, we created a Complain button that would
appear after the chatbot failed to fetch the right product for them,
making it more accessible to conduct user challenge. After pressing the Complain button, a message “Stupid chatbot!” would
be automatically sent from the user side, an approach that had
been proved to be an indirect but truthful way to measure user
perception related to user challenge [43]. In addition, to free users
from the potential endless loop to interact with the chatbot, we also
designed a Transfer to Human bottom that appeared after the
third failure such that they could opt to click the button to end the
conversation by then. Figure 2 demonstrates the logic flow of the
chatbot as described above.

4.3

Baseline Chatbot Language

We implemented the baseline chatbot with exactly the same interactive logic except for the self-mockery language to make the
evaluation fair. Four researchers tested several real world chatbots,
such as those on Facebook and Amazon, to gain experience on how
existing chatbots interacted with users without self-mockery in different scenarios. They further discussed and concluded the language
of the baseline chatbot in different scenarios, namely greetings, user
challenge, and handling failures. Table 4 illustrates the comparison
of the baseline and the self-mockery chatbot languages.
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In scenario greetings, the baseline chatbot only provided concise
information and brief openings, similar to most of the chatbots we
tested, while our self-mockery robot started by kicking off with
self-mockery. For the user challenge scenario, the baseline chatbot
either showed a sense of confusion or refused to respond to the
abusive behaviors of users. In fact, only a few of the tested commercial chatbots directly pointed out that the users were not with
appropriate behaviors or used engaging words to ask the users to
rephrase. In contrast, the self-mockery chatbot would try to exert
self-mockery to smooth the atmosphere. For the handling failures
scenario, the baseline chatbot generally apologized after making
mistakes but presented no signs of remedy or further instructions,
while the self-mockery chatbot would mock itself on relevant issues (see section 3.3.3). In summary, to make it representative in
general cases, we designed the language of the baseline chatbot to
incorporate as many of the essential features of the commercial
chatbots as possible.

5

EVALUATION

To answer RQ1 and RQ2, we conducted the hypothesis testings.
To further address RQ2, we compared the perceived helpfulness
of adapting self-mockery for the chatbot in different scenarios
towards individual characteristics of social intelligence. Finally,
we conducted regression analyses to understand the impact of
individual factors on their perception towards the effectiveness of
incorporating self-mockery on the chatbot’s social intelligence for
RQ3.

5.1

Hypotheses and Measurements

In the HHI, self-mockery is a kind of humor which helps to increase
the positive emotions between people [17]. To trigger such effects,
self-mockery language should be funny enough [45]. If done appropriately, it can also enhance the emotional solidarity and sense of
identity with others [69]. Hence, successful self-mockery language
can improve social intelligence in the HHI, which is defined as the
ability of an individual to perform appropriate social behaviors in
order to achieve expected goals [9]. Therefore, to evaluate the selfmockery language for the task-oriented chatbot, we hypothesized
that (all measured in standard 7-point Likert scale, where 1 for the
most negative impression and 7 for the most positive):
H1 Compared to the baseline chatbot, language used by the
self-mockery chatbot is significantly funnier [45] (H1a), but
appropriateness [69] does not have a significant difference.
(H1b).
H2 Compared to the baseline chatbot, users’ overall satisfaction
level [58] is significantly improved such that they were more
satisfied with the self-mockery chatbot (H2a) and inclined
to use the self-mockery chatbot again (H2b).
H3 Compared to the baseline chatbot, all measured characteristics of the social intelligence [13], to be specific, damage control (H3a), thoroughness (H3b), manners (H3c), moral agency
(H3d), and emotional intelligence (H3e), are significantly improved in the self-mockery chatbot.
To sum up, the hypothesis testings on users’ perceptions towards the languages of (H1), the satisfaction with interactions with
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(H2), and the social intelligence of (H3) are conducted on chatbots
with/without self-mockery.

5.2

Participant and Procedure

With the approval of our institution’s IRB, we recruited 28 participants (10 Female, 15 Male, 3 Not Available; Age: 𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛 = 21.07, 𝑆.𝐷. =
1.49) through online advertising, social media, and word-of-mouth
from a local university. The participants were relatively young
population as this is the majority group of people who frequently
shop online and use chatbots [31, 80, 81]. All of them were familiar
with online shopping and reported that they had previous experience interacting with customer service chatbots on online shopping
platforms.
After the participants consented to the study, we introduced
the experiment procedure and asked them to fill out the questionnaire collecting relevant background information. We also collected
the self-reported rating (on a 7-point Likert scale) of the participants towards the three relevant individual factors that reflect their
individual preferences and behaviors towards the task-oriented
chatbots (see section 6.4) [6]. The participants were later informed
that they needed to complete two online shopping tasks and attended a brief interview to receive compensation for participating
in the study. They would interact with the baseline chatbot and the
self-mockery chatbot in two separate sessions to buy two different
target products (see section 4). The entire study was conducted
online, and participants were interacted freely with the chatbots
to simulate usual use cases and communicated with researchers
only if they encountered technical issues. Specifically, we privately
counterbalanced the study with Latin square design to minimize
the order effect and context effect:
•
•
•
•

Suit shirt (baseline) - Sneakers (self-mockery)
Sneakers (baseline) - Suit shirt (self-mockery)
Sneakers (self-mockery) - Suit shirt (baseline)
Suit shirt (self-mockery) - Sneakers (baseline)

In each task, the participants were firstly shown with the corresponding photo of the target product to buy (see section 4.1)
and then received the link to the customer service chatbot, which
served as a shopping guide. The participants would then start to
interact with the chatbot by describing what product they needed
to buy. They could also opt to end the interaction if they did not
want to interact with the chatbot anymore. To thoroughly test the
efficacy of the chatbot self-mockery design on social intelligence,
we addressed users that they should interact freely with the chatbot
in their usual manners, which could involve any behaviors of user
challenge such as verbal abuse and avoidance [43].
Finally, after the participants interacted with the two chatbots
in counterbalanced order and correspondingly answered the questionnaire, they were then informed about the self-mockery design
in different scenarios. They would be asked to give the ratings
on the helpfulness of self-mockery design to the five measured
characteristics of social intelligence [13] based on the three scenarios respectively. Before the end of the study, we conducted a
semi-structured interview with the participants asking about their
general perception towards the self-mockery chatbot, advantages
& disadvantages of using self-mockery to improve the specific characteristic of social intelligence (in specific scenarios), and general
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comments on the design of the self-mockery language. We applied
thematic analysis [10] to the interview transcripts to understand
participants’ perceptions of the chatbot’s self-mockery language.
The study generally lasted around 30-50 minutes, and each participant received $6 for attentive participation.

6

RESULTS

Wilcoxon signed-rank test [75] was performed to assess the difference in the participants’ ratings on measurements mentioned
in section 5.1. The test also affirmed that the context difference,
ordering, and gender distribution did not significantly influence the
quantitative results. Table 6 summarizes the overall quantitative
results of RQ1 and RQ2. Moreover, in this section, we use [Participant ID, Gender, Age] to represent the participants to support the
presentation of the qualitative findings.

6.1

Manipulation Check

The manipulation check for the chatbot with self-mockery design
showed that the manipulation is effective (𝑊 = 43.00, 𝑝 = 7.00 ×
10−4 ). The self-mockery chatbot was perceived to use self-oriented
humor (𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛 = 4.83, 𝑆.𝐷. = 1.43) compared to the baseline chatbot
(𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛 = 2.88, 𝑆.𝐷. = 1.74).

6.2

Perception on Self-Mockery Chatbot (RQ1)

6.2.1 Evaluation on the Language. We asked participants to evaluate if the chatbot’s language was funny after they interacted with
each of the chatbots and found that the participants perceived the
language of self-mockery chatbot (𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛 = 4.46, 𝑆.𝐷. = 1.53,𝑊 =
38.00, 𝑝 = 5.67 × 10−3 ) was significantly funnier than the baseline
chatbot (𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛 = 3.00, 𝑆.𝐷. = 1.85,𝑊 = 38.00, 𝑝 = 5.67 × 10−3 ); H1a
accepted. In addition, participants perceived no significant difference between the appropriateness of languages employed by the
baseline (𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛 = 5.33, 𝑆.𝐷. = 1.37,𝑊 = 146.00, 𝑝 = 7.39 × 10−1 )
and the self-mockery chatbots (𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛 = 5.00, 𝑆.𝐷. = 1.63,𝑊 =
146.00, 𝑝 = 7.39 × 10−1 ); H1b accepted.
Although most participants considered the current design of
the self-mockery language for chatbots as funny and appropriate,
they gave insightful feedback on how to improve the language
further. For example, [P1, F, 21] and [P16, M, 20] suggested that the
self-mockery can be shorter and P3 considered using homonyms
jokes is a good way to make the self-mockery concise. [P27, NA,
24] proposed that self-mockery used for the greeting could be more
in “chit-chat” style, e.g., combing self-mockery with the weather
as the opening. Moreover, three participants suggested that the
frequency of applying self-mockery should be controlled; otherwise,
the chatbot would be regarded as “glib” ([P1, F, 21]), and the selfmockery would become “not interesting anymore” ([P14, M, 21]).
Previous work in the HHI also found that self-mockery would be
ineffectual if used too frequently [69].
6.2.2 User Satisfaction. Compared to the baseline chatbot (𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛 =
4.08, 𝑆.𝐷. = 1.55,𝑊 = 27.50, 𝑝 = 5.64 × 10−4 ), participants were
significantly more satisfied with the interaction of the self-mockery
chatbot (𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛 = 5.54, 𝑆.𝐷. = 1.22,𝑊 = 27.50, 𝑝 = 5.64 × 10−4 );
H2a accepted. In addition, they were also significantly more preferred to use the self-mockery chatbot again (𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛 = 5.92, 𝑆.𝐷. =
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1.08,𝑊 = 28.00, 𝑝 = 3.78 × 10−4 ) than the baseline chatbot (𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛 =
3.96, 𝑆.𝐷. = 1.72,𝑊 = 28.00, 𝑝 = 3.78 × 10−4 ); H2b accepted.
In the post-study interview, the majority of the participants
(19/28) expressed that equipping chatbots with self-mockery was an
effective way to improve the user experience, making chatbots more
human-like and increasing users’ willingness to interact. Specifically, [P4, F, 21] was impressed that self-mockery chatbot “gracefully
reacted to malicious language”, and [P16, M, 20] pointed out that
self-mockery was effective as “customers would feel harder to complain to a smiling face”. The concerns of using self-mockery were
mainly on the frequency and user patience. [P23, M, 22] addressed
that “showing off humor consciously is not a good strategy”, and [P19,
M, 22] added that algorithms behind the chatbot were more vital
to users’ tolerance as “the extent of failure that self-mockery could
cover is limited”.

6.3

Perception on the Chatbot’s Social
Intelligence (RQ2)

6.3.1 Overall Perception Regarding Different Social Intelligence Characteristics. Regarding the perceived characteristics of social intelligence, we measured all of them in the questionnaire after the
participants interacted with the baseline or the self-mockery chatbot, except personalization due to context constrain (see section
4). The participants perceived the self-mockery chatbot exhibited
significantly higher social intelligence in damage control (H3a accepted) and emotional intelligence (H3e accepted), while remained
comparable performance in thoroughness (H3b rejected), manners
(H3c rejected), and moral agency (H3d rejected). Overall, H3 is only
partially accepted (2/5), and we received comments parallel to the
above findings in the post-study interviews.
Damage Control. Participants commented that the self-mockery
chatbot could make them less angry when making mistakes ([P8, F,
23], [P27, NA, 24]) and increase their tolerance on chatbot’s failure
([P9, F, 20]). Specifically, [P3, M, 19] highlighted that self-mockery
is “a good way for chatbots to relive the embarrassment during the
conversation”, an effect similar to self-mockery used in the HHI [45].
[P27, NA, 24] followed that although overall speaking self-mockery
could improve the chatbot’s social intelligence on damage control,
the effectiveness would be varied for different scenarios: in the
scenario when wrong, self-mockery language could not help in any
sense as he wanted to get the right product as soon as possible; in
the scenario user challenge, this approach would be very effective
as it largely appeased his anger.
Thoroughness. Considering the self-mockery chatbot preserved
a similar language pattern to the baseline chatbot, it is not surprising
that both chatbots were perceived with a high level of preciseness in
using the language [48], the definition of thoroughness. Four participants ([P3, M, 19], [P7, M, 24], [P8, F, 23], [P21, NA, 20]) explicitly
mentioned that the self-mockery and the baseline chatbot were
consistent in different styles; e.g., according to [P3, M, 19], the selfmockery chatbot gave people an encaustic and perhaps a little bit
talkative impression, while the baseline chatbot seemed more like
an introverted but professional shopping guide.
Manners. Most participants (20/28) considered both self-mockery
and baseline chatbot had polite behavior and conversation habits
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Table 6: The quantitative results of participants’ evaluation with the baseline and the self-mockery chatbot, where the p-values
(-: p > .100, +: .050 < p < .100, *:p < .050, **:p < .010, ***:p < .001) are reported.
RQ

Measurements

MC

Manipulation Check
Funniness
Appropriateness
Satisfaction
Use Again
Damage Control
Thoroughness
Manners
Moral Agency
Emotional Intelligence

RQ1

RQ2

Baseline
Mean/S.D.
2.88/1.74
3.00/1.85
5.33/1.37
4.08/1.55
3.96/1.72
4.13/1.79
5.38/1.32
5.00/1.38
4.83/1.57
3.42/1.71

since they both exhibited the sorry attitude after making mistakes.
For [P24, M, 21], both chatbots were “polite since they always apologize to me when they found themselves prompted me with the wrong
products”. [P10, F, 21] simply regarded self-mockery as an alternative yet appropriate way of service language; as for her, “demonstrating consideration professionally” is fundamental to judge manners.
Additionally, five participants were quite divided on the efficacy of
using self-mockery design to improve manners of the chatbot. [P26,
M, 22] addressed that “self-mockery chatbot can light up the tense
atmosphere when the users are angry, a smart way to keep its dignity”,
while [P5, M, 21] insisted that the use of self-mockery gave him a
feeling of non-seriousness in the task and thus unprofessional.
Moral Agency. As for moral agency, the majority of the participants (22/28) gave similar scores (same or neighboring choices) to
both chatbots since both could understand their input and converse
properly without violating any social conventions. [P11, M, 20]
said that it is natural for people to make mistakes, and chatbots
could exhibit a high level of moral agency simply by “realizing
and acknowledging the mistakes”, a common human virtue seemed
irrelevant to use self-mockery or not. Yet, two participants held
different ideas. For example, [P26, M, 22] pointed out that using selfmockery, especially during user challenge, could reduce hostility
and somehow educate people to be polite.

Self-mockery
Mean/S.D.
4.83/1.43
4.46/1.53
5.00/1.63
5.54/1.22
5.92/1.08
5.29/1.49
5.42/1.35
4.88/1.51
4.79/1.66
5.38/1.28

Statistics
𝑊
p-value
43.00 0.001∗∗∗
38.00
0.005∗∗
146.00 0.739−
27.50 0.001∗∗∗
28.00 0.000∗∗∗
40.50
0.008∗∗
112.00 0.450−
100.00 0.581−
140.50 0.531−
15.00 0.000∗∗∗

6.3.2 Perceived Helpfulness in Different Scenarios. In order to better understand the effects of the self-mockery design on the various
characteristics of the chatbot’s social intelligence under different
scenarios, we further collected the user ratings on a 7-point Likert
scale (1 for the least helpful, 7 for the most) on the helpfulness of

H1a accepted
H1b accepted
H2a accepted
H2b accepted
H3a accepted
H3b rejected
H3c rejected
H3d rejected
H3e accepted

the self-mockery design in each scenario towards each characteristic. The result showed no significant difference in the rating of the
self-mockery design in three scenarios towards thoroughness and
manners. While weak significance existed in damage control and
emotional intelligence, there was strong significance in moral agency.
Friedman’s test [56] showed that there are significant differences
among the three scenarios regarding moral agency. Further testing
by Wilcoxon signed-rank test [75] showed that the ratings in scenario user challenge and scenario when wrong were significantly
higher than greetings. This means that participants considered that
for moral agency, self-mockery design in scenario greetings was
significantly less helpful compared to the other two scenarios. In
summary, although the quantitative analysis of the detailed helpfulness scores rated by participants did not yield a conclusive result,
the trend is that the self-mockery strategy of chatbots is likely to
be the most beneficial when designed to handle user challenge and
least helpful for greetings. Detailed results are showed in Table 7
and Figure 3.

7.0

Greetings

User Challenge

When Wrong
***

6.5
6.0

5.88

Ratings

5.5
5.19
5.0

+

***

+
5.62

Emotional Intelligence. Participants commented that when
interacting with the self-mockery chatbot, besides reducing the
anger, the chatbot was able to create a more relaxing atmosphere
([P9, F, 20], [P14, M, 21], [P17, F, 21]). [P18, M, 22] followed that
apart from adjusting the tense atmosphere during the conversation,
the self-mockery design “powered the chatbot’s capability of emotional expression and personification”. [P7, M, 24] addressed that he
really appreciated that chatbot tried to use self-mockery not to let
users down. Such behavior made it “emotionally like human a lot”,
especially during user challenge.

Hypotheses

4.85

5.12

5.27

5.65

5.5 5.42
5.35

5.31
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4.85
4.54
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4.0
3.5
3.0
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Thoroughness

Manners
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Figure 3: Means of the perceived helpfulness of self-mockery
to social intelligence, where the p-values (-: p > .100, +: .050 <
p < .100, *:p < .050, **:p < .010, ***:p < .001) is reported.
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Table 7: Comparison of the perceived helpfulness of self-mockery to social intelligence in the three scenarios, where the
p-values (-: p > .100, +: .050 < p < .100, *:p < .050, **:p < .010, ***:p < .001) are reported.

Damage Control
Thoroughness
Manners
Moral Agency
Emotional Intelligence

6.4

Greetings
Mean/S.D.
4.85/1.46
3.79/1.41
3.58/1.32
3.04/1.27
3.33/0.99

User Challenge
Mean/S.D.
5.62/1.36
3.79/1.41
3.58/1.32
3.04/1.27
3.33/0.99

Impact of Individual Factors (RQ3)

In this section, we further explore whether individual factors of the
participants (social orientation towards chatbots [39, 40], service
orientation [37], and experience with chatbots [6]) can influence
their perceptions of self-mockery language of the chatbot as either
Moderating Variables (MVs) or Independent Variables (IVs). To accomplish this, we standardized IVs with Z-scores accordingly and
conducted two sets of regression analyses. Additionally, we calculated the correlations between each pair of IVs and the Variance
Inflation Factor (VIF) score [18] of each variable in the regression
models, the result of which indicated that multicollinearity did not
occur in our models.
6.4.1 Individual Factors as Moderator Variables. We firstly applied
a set of hierarchical regression models [12, 55] to explore whether
the individual factors had a moderating effect on the relation between self-mockery language design and the measured Dependent
Variables (DVs), including language evaluation (funniness, appropriateness), user satisfaction (satisfaction, use again), and overall
perception regarding different social intelligence characteristics
(damage control, thoroughness, manners, moral agency, emotional
intelligence). All nine models ran for the DVs have self-mockery
language design as their IV (0 represents baseline chatbots, 1 represents self-mockery chatbots) and three standardized participants’
individual factors as MVs. We found no significant difference between the model with interaction terms (between IVs and MVs)
and the model without those terms. This fact suggested that all the
measured individual factors of the participants did not moderate
the relationship between whether applying self-mockery design on
the chatbot and participants’ perceptions of the chatbot’s language,
overall satisfaction, and any characteristic of the chatbot’s social
intelligence.
6.4.2 Individual Factors as Independent Variables. We then investigated how individual factors affect the perception of self-mockery
design’s helpfulness towards five different characteristics of social
intelligence in three different scenarios (total 15 DVs in this case).
As a result, we constructed fifteen linear regression models, each
of which predicted one DV by incorporating the three user factors
as IVs. We focused on statistically significant results.
Social Orientation toward Chatbots. Social orientation measures the users’ preference for human-like social interactions with
agent interfaces, indicating whether users like to treat the agent
as sociable actors or not [6, 39, 40]. In our study, participants with
higher social orientation were more likely to perceive self-mockery

When Wrong
Mean/S.D.
5.19/1.36
5.17/1.03
4.92/1.04
5.38/1.11
5.46/1.00

Statistics
𝑊
p-value
5.56
0.062+
13.50 0.607−
9.00
0.405−
13.50 0.000∗∗∗
4.00
0.073+

language as helpful in regard to all characteristics of social intelligence under all scenarios, either significantly or marginally (with
p-value < 0.1 and 𝛽 > 0 for all models). These quantitative results indicate that people with a higher social orientation towards chatbots
are more likely to view self-mockery language as a natural interaction with humans rather than a mechanical response, making them
more inclined to appreciate self-mockery design as helpful. Table 8
summarizes the quantitative results of this part.
Service Orientation. In contrast to people with a strong relational orientation, Lee et al. found that people with a strong utilitarian orientation were more concerned with efficiency and accuracy
of service than the actual interaction [37]. Nevertheless, we did not
find any statistical differences across users with different service
orientations (with 𝑝 > 0.05 for all models), suggesting service orientation did not significantly affect the perceived helpfulness of
self-mockery language design.
Experience with Chatbots. Participants’ self-reported prior
experience with chatbots is used to determine their familiarity
with the chatbot interaction [6]. The result indicated that participants with more experience with chatbots were significantly more
likely to have a more positive perception of the helpfulness of
self-mockery language regarding chatbots’ thoroughness in user
challenge (𝛽 = 0.413, 𝑝 = 0.021). However, since this is the only
significant result among all fifteen models, thus it is highly possible that the experience with chatbots only slightly affects users’
perception of the helpfulness of the self-mockery design towards
chatbots’ social intelligence in general.

7

DISCUSSION

The self-mockery language generated with our designed pipeline
was perceived as appropriate yet funny by the participants, and
applying it also improved their overall satisfaction towards the chatbot. Incorporating self-mockery into the task-orientated chatbot
was also demonstrated to raise participants’ perception of its social
intelligence partially. Further study indicated that participants with
a higher social orientation towards the chatbot would perceive
the self-mockery more helpful on all characteristics of chatbots’
social intelligence in all designed scenarios, while other measured
individual factors did not appear to impact participants’ perception.
In this section, we discussed theoretical reflections, derived design
considerations to apply self-mockery to task-orientated chatbots,
generalized the self-mockery design pipeline to more diversified
presentations, and addressed the limitations to be explored in the
future.
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Table 8: Standardized coefficients (𝛽) and p-values (-: p > .100, +: .050 < p < .100, *:p < .050, **:p < .010, ***:p < .001) of the Social
Orientation toward Chatbots (IV) in the regression models.

Damage Control
Thoroughness
Manners
Moral Agency
Emotional Intelligence

7.1

Greetings
𝛽
p-value
0.346 0.081+
0.620 0.001∗∗
0.513 0.008∗∗
0.441 0.019∗
0.444 0.013∗

Theoretical Reflections

As one of our research goals, we proposed self-mockery generation method for task-orientated chatbots to improve their social
intelligence (see section 3). However, it is unclear that whether
the self-mockery applied by the chatbots can be as robust as that
applied by humans. From the HHI perspective, the coverage of the
self-mockery applied in our study is a subset of all categories that
used in the HHI, according to the previous survey [45]. For example, self-mockery can be used for counterattack and is particularly
useful in debate.
Moreover, previous research demonstrated that, similar to the
HHI, agents with self-mockery are more likely to receive support
from the users [11]. In the HHI, self-mockery is usually regarded
as an indicator of shyness and low self-esteem; therefore, when
providing support to self-mockery users, people generally feel more
capable and confident, making them more inclined to do so [24, 34].
This fact might be another implicit factor in adopting self-mockery,
an effective strategy for chatbots to improve their social intelligence.

7.2

Design Considerations

In this part, we discussed key design considerations, including the
usage pattern of self-mockery from the angle of managing user
expectation, whether to apply self-mockery based on the chatbot’s
designed persona, and when to appropriately use self-mockery
during the conversational flow.
7.2.1 Manage User Expectation. Previous studies suggested that
using humor could raise unrealistically high expectations of the
users on the agents’ capabilities as humor is often regarded as a
crucial social feature in the HHI [16, 41]. However, applying selfmockery – self-oriented humor – might give agents a chance to
display their potential vulnerabilities [11], which could regulate
users’ expectations to some extent. Still, it is worth noting that
overusing self-mockery could induce a counterproductive effect (see
section 6.2.1). Therefore, designers may consider using limited selfmockery for handling critical events or displaying it occasionally in
an “Easter Egg” style to add to people’s delight [39]. In addition, the
design of self-mockery can be more adaptive, e.g., combining with
recent news ([P13, F, 20]), to give people a refreshing impression of
the chatbot’s social intelligence when viewed as a social actor [59].
7.2.2 Maintain a Consistent Persona. Prior research showed that
maintaining a consistent persona is fundamental for the perceived
naturalness of a conversational agent [33]. In fact, the consistency
of the persona is vital to chatbots’ perceived social intelligence,
especially on thoroughness (see section 6.3.1). Therefore, designers

User Challenge
𝛽
p-value
0.352 0.076+
0.473 0.009∗∗
0.408 0.037∗
0.636 0.000∗∗∗
0.362 0.059+

When Wrong
𝛽
p-value
0.583 0.001∗∗
0.529 0.006∗∗
0.352 0.070+
0.355 0.067+
0.338 0.092+

need to determine the chatbot’s persona based on the application
contexts and check if using self-mockery is compatible with the defined persona before employing this rhetorical device. For example,
the self-mockery may not be appropriate for the chatbots designed
to be AI Doctors [72], as humorous utterances and professional advice by the chatbots as physicians might leave users with a divided
impression and further damage their trust in the chatbots [13].
7.2.3 Align with the Conversation. Apart from validating whether
self-mockery is compatible with the chatbot’s design persona, when
to pop up self-mockery should also be carefully considered to suit
the conversational flow, especially for task-orientated chatbots
[78]. As humor by the chatbots is sometimes regarded as nontask-related talk [19, 70], popping up self-mockery might not be
appropriate when users are aiming to complete tasks of specific
goals [21]. For instance, [P19, M, 22] mentioned that he would
be uncomfortable if a chatbot for mobile banking talked to him
about his investment with self-mockery, but it would probably be a
good option to apply self-mockery at the opening for greetings. As
during the conversation, he would only want to acquire accurate
and comprehensive information and the self-mockery appeared
during this conversation flow would make him feel that the bank
was not taking his financial information seriously. To conclude, we
suggested that the self-mockery design for a chatbot requires a good
understanding of the conversation flow such that the self-mockery
language could pop up at the right timing.

7.3

Facilitating Generation of Diversified
Self-Mockery Presentations

In this work, we only focused on the text-based self-mockery for
task-orientated chatbots. In fact, users can perceive multimediabased humor better than pure text-based humor [47]. For example,
the self-mockery designed with our proposed pipeline can be further forged into humorous “Memes”, one of the most shared contents on various social networks [20]. The design of such memes
can be inspired by the selected components of the self-mockery,
especially Component B & C, i.e., raw images of corresponding human cognitive systems and machine components (see section 3.2).
The emoji can also be applied to enrich the self-mockery language
of the chatbots, e.g., using an apologetic emoji face when handling
failures with self-mockery to ensure the apology is properly expressed with humorous utterance.
Apart from the chatbots, agents such as robots [53] are also frequently used by people in their daily lives. Previous work demonstrated that robots are able to produce self-mockery laughter that
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can be perceived by humans [46]. With our proposed pipeline, the
robots’ self-mockery can be further enhanced by presenting gestures; e.g., when robots fail to select the product in the required
style (Component A), they can therefore pointing to their eyes
(Component C related concepts) and making self-mockery on the
vision problem (see Table 1).
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on applying self-mockery to agents that are designed to treat social impairment, considering that presenting self-mockery humor
could make users feel more confident [11]. Ideally, if the chatbots’
self-mockery skills become mature enough, they might be able to
train users on the skill of humor or other more complex tasks.

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
7.4

Limitations

Our work has several limitations. First, we only tested the selfmockery chatbot with relatively younger user groups. The previous
study indicates that, different from younger users, older users focus
more on the chatbots’ efficiency and effectiveness instead of their
social skills [23]. Still, determining whether to apply self-mockery
for task-orientated chatbots designed for older people would need
further evaluation on their perception towards it. Second, although
we proposed a systematic pipeline to generate self-mockery sentences for a chatbot, this process is not fully automated. It requires
selecting the key components to compile the self-mockery and
tailoring the sentence after filling the templates (see section 3.2).
Future work could apply relevant NLP techniques such as commonsense networks [66] and transformer models [74] to assist humans
in components selection and sentence tailoring. Finally, the participants only interacted with the chatbot as “one-time” customers, as
this is how the majority of the chatbots are developed in real-world
applications [13]. However, there is a trend that more and more
chatbots start to have “memories” and interact with people over
time [42]. Future work could be done on updating the self-mockery
design from “one-time” to over time.
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CONCLUSION

In this paper, we designed a pipeline to generate self-mockery language for the task-oriented chatbots based on the previous research
of self-mockery in the HHI. We applied the designed self-mockery
generation pipeline to a customer service context and consequently
implemented a shopping guide chatbot with self-mockery expression. The results showed that the self-mockery language of the
chatbot was perceived as funny yet appropriate and significantly
improved users’ overall satisfaction during the interaction with the
chatbot. In terms of the characteristics of the chatbot’s social intelligence, the self-mockery design significantly improved damage
control and emotional intelligence with comparable performance in
other measured characteristics. Analysis of the participants’ selfreported individual factors suggested that those with a higher social
orientation towards chatbots [39, 40] would better appreciate the
helpfulness of self-mockery design on chatbot’s overall social intelligence in all scenarios. In contrast, other measured factors, e.g.,
service orientation [37] and familiarity with the chatbot technology
[6], were only observed with negligible impact in this case. Finally,
we further concluded this paper with design considerations of selfmockery on the task-oriented chatbot and possible generalizability
of the proposed self-mockery generation pipeline to accommodate
a more diversified form of self-mockery presentation. Future work
could be done in enhancing self-mockery design with suitable NLP
tools and testing the self-mockery of task-oriented chatbots with
more diverse user groups. Further explorations could be focused

Many thanks to the anonymous reviewers for their insightful suggestions. We thank Yiduo Yu for his valuable inputs. This work is
supported by the Hong Kong General Research Fund (GRF) with
grant No. 16204819.
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